
"Are YOU Posting Ads on Backpage.com..."Are YOU Posting Ads on Backpage.com...
And still NOT getting any Sign-ups or Sales?"And still NOT getting any Sign-ups or Sales?"

I wrote this 4-Page Report to help you solve that problem :)I wrote this 4-Page Report to help you solve that problem :)

The truth is that only a VERY small percentage of marketers know how to get sign-ups 
and sales on Backpage.com. Not that Backpage.com isn't a GREAT place to advertise. 

The reason why you and so many others are struggling to get sign-ups and sales 
advertising on Backpage.com is simple:

You don't truly understand what you're suppose to be doing in your business.

See you think your job is to continually join money making programs, create or copy 
some ads and start posting them all over the Internet.

Then, you expect to be able to sit back and wait for the $$$ MONEY $$$ to come 
rolling in - am I right? 

But, that isn’t exactly what happens is it?

The reason it’s not working is because you don't really understand what you're suppose 
to be doing in your business.

QUESTION... “Do you know what you're suppose to be doing in your business?” 

I'm sure by now you have already heard this and you're about to hear it again...

ANSWER... YOU should be building an "Email List".

Don't close this PDF yet! I know building an email list sounds like boring stuff and 
you've probably bought enough courses on the subject to make you start feeling sick 
when you even hear the mention of it. 

Think about this... of all the businesses you've joined, courses/training you bought, 
communications you've received from people – how did it happen? 

Did you get a call or a text? Did someone mail you an information letter/postcard?

I'm sure some of that happened – but, the MOST of us are communicated about these 



things through EMAIL.

Emailing people is still the easiest, lowest cost and most effective form of 
communication the average person has today.

So, it only makes sense that your main job in your business should be getting people on 
to an email list that you own and manage – then, to strategically cultivate and grow 
YOUR email list.

To start building your own email list you are going to need a few tools/services...

Most of you know what an autoresponder and a capture page system is. You can build
your email list with ANY of them – there plenty to choose from.

If you'd like to know what I'm using just shoot me an email here... 
GeraldWalkerOnline@Gmail.com and I'll share with you what I'm using.

The next thing you need to start building your email list is a “Free and/or Low-Cost 
Offer” to place in front of a source of traffic.

Your offer MUST be of value. You can provide a Free Report, a Video(s), Software, etc. 

This free report you're reading now is part of my offer. I also have a source for valuable 
giveaways/bonuses I offer too. I even make $10 bucks for EVERY person that decides to
use it to build their own email list. You can find out more about it here...

http://payspreesniper.com/ec4a/?ref=gwalker

Now, another problem we all face as marketers is finding quality traffic - which is not 
easy to get. Most of the traffic available is just plain garbage :(

The GOOD traffic is almost always over-priced and you can go broke trying to grow 
your business with it.

So, what are you suppose to do?

For starters, it's all about maximizing the HUGE traffic flow at Backpage.com by 
generating "Leads" and building an "Email List".

If you can learn how to do that you can make money – even with
the smallest email list! 



It’s really about targeting your traffic, focusing in on your prospect and standing out of 
the crowd from your competitors.

Let’s face it, everyone is posting a lot of the same stuff on Backpage.com and on the rest
of the Internet!

Everyone’s ads are basically saying the same things.

Your first step towards success is having your own ads and your own email list.

The Key – Is you want to build YOUR own email list of people with whom you will 
be building your business with for years to come.

You don't wanna just be posting ads and when people respond you send them over 
to somebody's sales funnel and hope they will buy.

You want people to get to know a little about you and then offer them free + helpful 
stuff. Doing this helps to build that Know, Like and Trust factor you need for people to 
feel comfortable doing business with you.

The business opportunity you joined and started advertising is not going to do that for 
you. Sorry, it normally just doesn’t work out like that.

Even if you do get someone to join your business - what happens when they don't have 
any success – because they’re making ALL of the same mistakes you are?

Here's what happens... They quit and never want to hear about it or from you again! 

They're associating you with that business and their unsuccessful experience with it 
because you didn’t do what you were suppose to be doing in your business - Building 
an Email List - which is also what you should've been showing/teaching them to do.

Don't define yourself to your subscribers by some business
opportunity you're promoting.

They should know you as a down to earth person they have gotten to know, like and 
trust and who shares valuable stuff with them :)

You may be thinking that it takes too long to make sales this way, but that couldn't be 
further away from the TRUTH.



You will actually make MORE sales and/or sign-up MORE people FASTER if you 
do it this way.

So let's recap... You should be building an email list for your business. The resources 
you need are an autoresponder, a capture page system and a source for valuable 
giveaways/bonuses. Then, you need a traffic source to put your offer in front of. It's as 
simple as that – REALLY!

Well, I hope this report can help you in your business to create more success with it.

If I can be of any further assistance don’t hesitate to reach out to me.

All the best to you and your business,

Gerald Walker Jr.
GeraldWalkerOnline@Gmail.com
904.428.8040

P.S.
As a valued member of my email list – over the next couple of weeks I'm going to be 
sharing with you valuable resources and valuable content you can use to build your own 
email list with! 

The first valuable resource is access to getting monthly products with Master Resell 
Rights for a one-time fee of $19 bucks! You're going have a HUGE advantage over a lot 
of people and the resources to be able to build a massive email list for MANY years to 
come! Learn more at the link below...

http://payspreesniper.com/ec4a/?ref=gwalker


